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Ways to
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ADVERTISE
ECO-PRODUCTS

WITH A LIMITED BUDGET TO AN
EVER–GROWING ECO–AUDIENCE
Consumers today are more
sophisticated than ever; they are
getting a sense that eco-friendly
products are the best choice. This, on
one hand, has opened up a vast pool
of opportunities for eco-suppliers
and on the other hand, has brought
some major challenges for them.
As you know, eco-audiences are the
largest consumers of eco-products
and they have started adding
environmental expectations on to
their lists when purchasing a specific
product. So, the biggest challenge
for eco-suppliers is how to
effectively advertise to this evergrowing eco-audience with a limited
budget. Here are some successful
ways that they can advertise their
eco-products with a limited budget.
Before presenting your ecoproduct(s) in front of an ecoaudience, make sure that they fulfil
most or all of the following
conditions:

• Your eco-products are free from
toxic elements and ozonedepleting characteristics.
• Your eco-products have reusable
properties.
• The eco-products you promote are
manufactured in compliance with
eco-friendly norms.
• The packaging of your ecoproducts is biodegradable, ecofriendly, can be used
conservatively, and/or is made
with recycled materials.
• The eco-products you
manufacture and sell are
recyclable.
If the eco-products you supply meet
the above requirements, it becomes
very easy to promote them to an
ever-growing eco-audience. If the
products are genuine, then ecoindividuals understand this, and not
much effort and/or budget is needed
to promote them.
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• MAKE RADIO THE VOICE OF YOUR ECO-PRODUCTS
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Today, there are various options to advertise a product or service but
some of them are expensive and some do not cover the desired
audience. Amongst all these options, radio is the only medium that
is cheap and offers a wide-coverage. Eco-suppliers can search for a
radio channel with an ever-growing eco-audience and connect with
it to promote their eco-products.

• CREATE AND POST INFORMATIVE BLOGS
Despite the almost infinite knowledge present on the internet, ecoindividuals still find it hard to gather appropriate information about
eco-products. This is because most of the information is available in
an unorganized manner. Eco-suppliers can make perfect use of this
broken link by creating informative blogs and making sure they are
posted where eco-individuals mostly visit. To ensure they rank
higher up when searched on Google, eco-suppliers can place SEO
keywords in these blog posts.
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• ORGANIZE RADIO DISCUSSIONS
Like informative blogs, Radio Discussions are also a great way to advertise by
distributing information to an eco-audience. Eco-suppliers can collaborate
with a radio channel that has an eco-audience and organize discussions about
their eco-products. This way, eco-individuals get the latest and essential
information and eco-suppliers also get a base of loyal customers.
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• CREATE BANNER ADS
By creating and placing banner advertisements on the relevant
websites, eco-suppliers can inform the eco-audience about their ecoproducts and offerings. These banner ads are an amazing way to
redirect eco-audiences to a particular website. These ads can be
placed on different websites and social media platforms. Ecosuppliers can create attractive banner ads and as soon as ecoindividuals click on these ads, they are redirected to the website or
product page of the eco-supplier.
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• CREATE EMAIL NEWSLETTERS
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Some call Email Newsletters an age-old practice, yet it is one of the
most successful advertising tools of the present time. If an ecosupplier has been in the business of eco-products for some time and
already has a database of email addresses of many eco-individuals, it
is time to leverage this and promote their eco-products via email
newsletters. When people see a catchy subject line in their Inbox, the
chances of success via these emails significantly increases.
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The Simplest Solution:
ECO-SUPPLIER UNIVERSITY
All the methods discussed above are a big help to
eco-suppliers with a limited budget who are looking
to advertise their eco-products like a professional.
However, there is a better way – enrol in the RLGS
(Radio Live Green Smart) Eco-Supplier University
and learn more about the above-mentioned, as well
as new and easy ways to entice an ever-growing
eco-audience.

Any Discounts?
Taking action now means you can take advantage of our special offers. Since discounts are the new synonym for best deals, you will get the best deal here too. The Eco-Supplier University is offering you great
discounts. If you enrol now, you can get one of the following discounts:

When you opt

TO PAY MONTHLY,
you will get a discount

OF 30%

for
the

FIRST MONTH.

When you opt

REMEMBER

TO PAY ANNUALLY,

that the discount of 35% on
the annual enrolment is on
top of the existing reduced
annual fee.
ENJOY!

you will get a discount

OF 35%

for
the

FIRST YEAR.

